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Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions for over 30 years 

By Sally McKenzie, CEO

877-777-6151

info@mckenziemgmt.com 

www.mckenziemgmt.com 

7STR ATE G I E S F O R  A

SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE

Give us your 
email and we 

will send you a 
special report! 

SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE STRATEGIES  
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AUDIENCE RESPONSE SYSTEM 

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

I AM EXCITED ABOUT USING THE  
RESPONSE CARD SYSTEM 

A. YES 
B. NO 
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WHO ARE YOU? 

A.  I am a Practice owner 
considering selling 

B.  I am an Associate considering 
purchasing 

C.  I don’t know what I want to do 

D.  I am none of the above 
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I AM A DENTIST INTERESTED IN SELLING 

A.  < Than 5 years but want to stay on 1-2 
days a week  

B.  > Than 5 but want to sell and walk away  

C.  Between 5-10 years and walk away 

D.  I don’t know what I want to do 
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INTRODUCTIONS 

§  Why are you here? 

§  How can this seminar help? 
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TRANSITIONS HAVE MANY COMPONENTS 

 

§ Understanding the process of a transition 

§  Learning why transition planning is so important 

§ Understanding how to work with the broker 

§  Key steps in a practice sale  
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WHAT IS A DENTAL PRACTICE WORTH? 

§ Despite what you may hear, there is NO universal 
valuation method 

§  Valuations involve many factors and also reflect the 
availability of capital to finance acquisitions 

§ Historically, No “Dental” Lenders 

§ Wall Street Acceptance Early 1990’s 
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TRADITIONAL APPROACH 
 

-  Sale price established by assigning a percentage to prior year’s collections 

-   Range was 40-85% of collections.   

-   Fee for service practices in highly populated markets with desirable lifestyle 
assigned the highest value. 

-   Medicaid and capitation-based practices in rural markets assigned the lowest 
value  

-   Approach doesn’t take into account the value of equipment, value of goodwill, 
number of patients and other factors affecting the value.  

-   Although generally accepted 25 years ago, largely ignored today.   

 

•  PERCENTAGE OF COLLECTIONS 
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CURRENT VALUATION APPROACHES 

§ ASSET APPROACH 

− Assigns value to individual assets of practice (i.e., 
equipment, instruments, supplies, furniture, records, 
goodwill). 

− Very subjective approach – Not All Brokers Alike 

− Outcome often affected by who hired the appraiser.  

− Valuation of intangibles extremely subjective. 
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CURRENT VALUATION APPROACHES 

§ MARKET APPROACH  

− Very similar to residential real estate appraisals. 

− Compares price and profit margins of similar practices 
in the area. 

− Doesn’t take into account quality of practice, growth 
patterns. 
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CURRENT VALUATION APPROACHES 

−  Doesn’t factor in difference in deal terms when practices 
sold (i.e., tax benefits, financing, restrictions, etc.). 

− Seller gets all Tax Benefits - impact on Buyer? 

− Seller could be taking lots of patients 

− Seller may be staying on guaranteed contract, impacting 
Buyer’s take-home and what purchase price is offered 
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CURRENT VALUATION APPROACHES 

§  INCOME APPROACH 

−  Based on tax returns, profit and loss statements to derive true doctor 
“net”. 

−  Purchase price based on buyer’s ability to pay overhead, debt service 
and earn a living. 

−  Applies capitalization rate to true net income of doctor. 

−  Rate varies by region, practice desirability. 

−  Generally, sales based on 150% to 300% of doctor’s true net income – 
Depends on area, amount to be spent on upgrades. 

−  This approach is highly favored by CPAs and dental lenders. 
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PARTNERSHIP/SHAREHOLDER AGREEMENTS 

§ Hardest entity to continue 

§  Also, the most rewarding if successful 

§ Make sure it is in writing 

§  Buyout provisions 

§ Death/disability issues 

§  Valuation concerns 
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§  50/50 vs. Majority/Minority 
Partnerships 

− He/She only has 51%, I 
have 49% 

§ Much more complex 
agreement needs to be 
drafted to protect minority 
partner 

PARTNERSHIP/SHAREHOLDER AGREEMENTS 
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ASSOCIATE BUY-IN 

§  Various scenarios 

−  Many different “ideas” in the market 

−  Unfortunately, many unfairly harm one party 

−  Ownership concerns for owner 

−  Property “vesting” concerns for associate 

−  Purchase Price-when should it be determined? 

−  Tax ramifications- YOU and OWNER 

−  Decision Making Authority-large expenditures, 
personal decisions etc. 

−  Day to Day decision making 
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BUY-OUT 

§  Various scenarios 

− Depends on the buyer and personality 

− Depends on the seller and scenario of finances 

− Generally works ideally for both parties 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT  
                                    POTENTIAL SELLER 

§  Are you prepared to be sell your business? Do you 
know what you are spending each year? 

§  Are your systems operating at peak performance?  

§  Do you have enough retirement savings to support your 
lifestyle or is your practice sale going to help with that?  

§  An acquisition begins with looking at your historical data 
and understanding if the practice will cash flow for the 
new owner 

To experience success in any venture is to plan… 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT  
                                       POTENTIAL SELLER 

§  Do you understand the structure and implementation 
process for a successful sale/transition?  

§  Do you understand how to incorporate a smooth 
transition with the team members? 

§  Do you understand the due diligence process that needs 
to take place for the potential buyer?  

§  It takes an entire team of advisors to help in this process 
to help you achieve your dream of retirement. 
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Real Estate 

 Broker 

Insurance 

TRANSITIONS REQUIRE YOU TO  
CREATE YOUR TEAM OF ADVISORS 

Banker 

Practice  
Broker 

 
Attorney & 
Accountant 

 

Consultant 

Doctor Follow-through Planning 

What is the difference between a regular advisor and a “dental” advisor? 
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TRANSITIONS PROFILE TELLS A STORY 

Factors that affect opportunity 
Number of patients 
Number of new patients 
Case acceptance 
Productivity of all provider(s) 
 
 
 

Factors that affect structure 
How many years to retirement? 
How much you earn? 
How much you save? 
How many days you work? 
Value of the practice 

 
 
 
 
Factors that affect how you feel 

Do you enjoy what you do? 
Do you have ideal lifestyle? 
Economic freedom goals 
Reinvestments
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TRANSITIONS PROFILE TELLS A STORY 

q How can I retire 10 years sooner? 

q How can I never retire? 

q How can I get the most from my 
practice? 

q How can I afford the lifestyle I 
want? 

q Energy around right questions 
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OWNER’S ECONOMIC MINDSET 
 

A.  Lost money & need to maximize value 

B.  On track with my plan but want to accelerate 

C.  On track if I get right value 

D.  Not on track, need to catch up 

E.  Don’t have a plan/don’t know 
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GENERATIONS 

THE “GREATEST 
GENERATION”  

(Born 1924–Earlier)  
Age 94 to ?? 

THE “SILENT 
GENERATION” 

(Born 1925–1945)  
Sometimes listed as 1925-1942 

Age 93 to 73 
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GENERATIONS 

BOOMERS  
(Born 1946–1964)  

Age 54 to 72 

GEN XERS  
(Born 1965–1980)  

Age 38 to 53 

MILLENNIALS 
(Born 1980–2000)  

Age 18 to 38 
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BOOMERS:  AGE 54 – 72 

§  Focus: Family, Community 

§  What Matters: History, 
Recognition, Experience 

§  All about the Team: 

§  They like the “big picture” 
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BOOMERS:  AGE 54 – 72 CONT. 

§  Not into Technology  

§  Optimistic 

§  Listen.Validate.Take Control 

§  Face to Face is best 

§  78.8 million baby boomers 
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GEN X:  AGE 38 – 53 

 

•  Focus: Individual; being the best they 
can be 

•  What Matters: Balance, “peace of 
mind”, Quality of life, secure future, 
how they are difference/distinct 

•  Selling points: List all available 
options, they will double check with 
technology  

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

 
GEN X:  AGE 38 – 53 CONT. 

 
•  More info. is better: Most pessimistic, 

cynical, cautious and conservative 

•  Wary of experts, refrain from relying 
on history/experience   

•  Distrust anything too sales-y or 
promotional; don’t over sell!  

•  65.6 million Gen Xers  
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MILLENNIAL:  AGE 18 – 38 

    
•  Focus: Individual w/a group 

orientation; everyone wins! 

•  Have been given a lot of awards; 
perhaps few true accomplishments 

•  Feedback if very important; positive 
reinforcement 

•  Agendas, syllabi, routines, “maps” 
etc. are valued 

•  They will talk to colleagues 
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MILLENNIAL:  AGE 18 – 38 CONT. 

    •  HUGE goals; unrealistic 

•  Most stressed, but remain highly 
optimistic 

•  Use the words: Develop, Plan, 
Train, Grow, Explore, Fulfill, expand 

•  In development planning: show first 
6 months in weekly increments, 
outline the first year 

•  83.1 million Millennials 
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WHAT POTENTIAL ROADBLOCKS DO YOU FACE 
WITH THE SALE? 

Prior to saying yes, ask yourself…. 
q  Is your historical data in good order? Profit/Loss, Adjustments, 

 A/R, Production/Collection, Hygiene, etc. 
q  Has the practice had steady growth, 10%-25%, for the last 3 

years without fee increases? 
q  Does the practice get enough new patients? 

q  What type of procedures are being referred out that could be 
incorporated into the practice?  

q  Will staff be prepared? 

q  How are your business systems functioning? 
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What are other considerations? 

q  Prior to saying yes, ask yourself…. 
q  Is your practice optimizing your revenue 

potential? 
q  How many active patients are in the practice? 
q  What percentage is the recall to overall practice 

production? Periodontal percentage? 
q  How do you measure up with industry norms? 
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PRACTICE ACQUISITION POSITIVES 

ü  An established patient base 
ü  Staff hopefully understands their job 

descriptions and have already been trained 
ü  Staff has relationships with patients and can 

give purchaser guidance with individual needs 
and care 

ü  Selling doctor may be willing to assist 
purchaser with transition into the business and 
relationships with patients. 
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PRACTICE ACQUISITION POSITIVES 

ü  Seller’s patient base is mature 
ü  The practice has been marketed and maintains 

a consistent flow of new patients 
ü  Established insurance relationships 
ü  Seller has technology and practice is up to date 
ü  Practice has experienced growth and is not 

stagnant or declining  
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PRACTICE ACQUISITION NEGATIVES 

ü You may not be able to sell for what you think it is 
worth 

ü You currently have staffing conflicts 
ü Bad habits of patients and staff  
ü The number of active patients may be unclear or 

lower than what you and the broker “think”. 
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PRACTICE ACQUISITION NEGATIVES 

ü Your practice has been declining for two or more 
years 

ü Country-club staff 
ü The equipment and office may be old and out of 

date which will require additional economic 
investment. 

ü The amount of money you sell for isn’t going to 
help with retirement  
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TRANSITION READINESS FOR SELLERS 

Owner Mindset 

ü  Too many hours in practice 

ü Never feeling rested/
energized 

ü  Trapped feeling 
responsible for everyone 

ü Continuity for patients & 
team 
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ASSOCIATE AGREEMENTS 

§  If you have an associate you 
NEED a written associate 
agreement 

§ Only way restrictive covenants 
are enforceable against your 
associate 
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ASSOCIATE AGREEMENTS Cont. 

§  Trade Secret Information 

− One of the most important provisions in an Associate 
Agreement 

− Catch all 

− Gets around public policy  concerns regarding the inability 
of a person to earn a living 

− Courts will vigorously protect trade secrets, provided that, 
the Owner keeps them secret 
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The Lease: The Dentist’s Forgotten Asset 

§ Most overlooked issue by dentists 

§  If you have an ownership interest you need to know your 
lease 

− Applicable for Associate Buy-in, Partnerships, Start 
Ups and Practice Acquisitions 

§  Standard Leases 

− There is a reason why they are “standard” 

§ New Lease v. Assuming an Existing Lease 

− Different problems require a different approach 
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LEASE ISSUES Cont. 

§ Rent 

− Base Rent 

− CAM charges 

− Base Year 

§ Options 

− Personal to you 

− How is rent defined? 

©Copyright 1984-2016, Wood and Delgado, all rights reserved 
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LEASE ISSUES Cont. 
§ UNSCRUPOLOUS LANDLORDS 

−  Landlords are increasingly attempting to utilize the 
lease to capture portions of the sale proceeds from 
dental practice sales 

§ The trend is corporate landlords attempting to 
extract money from tenants 

− How do they do this? 

 

©Copyright 1984-2016, Wood and Delgado, all rights reserved 
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LEASE ISSUES Cont. 
§  Assignment and Subletting Language 

§  “If Landlord consents to an assignment or subletting of the 
premises, Landlord shall be entitled to receive 50% of any 
consideration received by Tenant in excess of the Base Rent 
payable to Landlord under this Lease.” 

§  Recapture Clauses 

§  If the Seller requests an assignment of the Lease, the 
Landlord has the right to “recapture” the Premises.   

§  Personal Options 

§  Lenders will generally require a certain amount of years left 
on the lease prior to agreeing to fund.  Leases generally state 
options are personal, Seller needs to request the options to 
be “assignable” to the Buyer. 

 

©Copyright 1984-2016, Wood and Delgado, all rights reserved 
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TRANSITION READINESS 

Owner Timeline  
Want to stop now 
Want to keep working 
What is true for you: 

Ø  < 5 years to stop 
Want to slow down now 
Ø  < 5 years then slow-down 
Ø  5 to 10 years 
 

Do you know how long you 
have to work? 
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ARE YOU PREPARED TO SELL YOUR 
BUSINESS? 

A.  YES 
B.  NO 

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

I AM FINANCIALLY FREE AND READY TO 
RETIRE 

A.  TRUE 
B.  FALSE 
C.  DON’T KNOW 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT  
                                        POTENTIAL SELLER 

§  Are you prepared to be a Business Owner?   

§  What potential does the practice have? 

§  Has it reached it maximum potential? 

§  Will the practice cash flow with your debt repayment? 

§  Transition success centers around creating something from 
historical data 
–  Many known variables 

§  Begins with a Due Diligence 

§  Creating a team to help you achieve your dream 

The best way to experience success in any venture is to plan… 
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WHAT POTENTIAL ROADBLOCKS DO YOU FACE 
WITH THE PURCHASE? 

Prior to saying yes, ask yourself…. 
q  How does the practice get new patients to walk 

through the door? 
q  What does the staff and patients expect from a 

provider and does that align with your direction?  

q  What type of procedures are being referred out and 
can you incorporate into the practice? How much 
will you charge? Will staff be prepared? 

q  How are the business systems functioning? 

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

WHAT ARE OTHER CONSIDERATIONS? 

      Prior to saying yes, ask yourself…. 
 
q  Who is the competition and where are they 

located? 
q  How many active patients are in the practice? 
q  How will the practice be financed? 
q  What percentage is the recall to overall practice 

production? Perio? 
q  How do you get started?  
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Financial 
planner 

CREATE THE TEAM TO 
REPRESENT YOU 

Attorney Equipment/ 
Supplier 

CPA 
 Consultant 

Doctor Follow-through Planning 

Banker 
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FIND A PRACTICE 

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

PRE-PURCHASE PROCESS 

§  Have you found a practice yet? 

§  Have you been approved by a 
bank yet? 

§  Have you signed a LOI yet? 

§  Did an attorney look at the LOI 
before signing it? 

§  Is it a confidential sale? 
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PRACTICE ACQUISITON POSITIVES 
ü Has a patient base already 

established 

ü Staff hopefully understands 
their job descriptions and 
have already been trained 

ü Staff maintains relationships 
with patients and can give 
purchaser guidance with 
individual needs and care 

ü Selling doctor may be willing to assist 
purchaser with transition into the 
business and relationships with patients 

ü Seller’s patient base is mature 

ü The practice has been marketed and 
maintains a consistent flow of new 
patients 

ü Established insurance relationships 
ü There maybe procedures the seller is 

referring out that you are willing to do   
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PRACTICE ACQUISITON NEGATIVES 

ü Purchaser is buying someone 
else’s practice (philosophy, 
flow, treatment planning, staff 
training, systems, etc…) 

ü Possible loss of patients in 
transition 

ü Possible staffing conflicts with 
new owner 

ü Bad habits of patients and 
staff from old owner 

ü  The number of active patients may 
be unclear 

ü  Revenue was not accurate 

ü  Existing staff is over-paid due to 
time in the practice 

ü  Staff may resent new owner and 
leave the practice 

ü  The equipment and office may be 
old and worn which will require 
additional economic investment 
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HOW DO YOU CHOOSE THE IDEAL 
PRACTICE? 

ü Know what weaknesses are in the current business 
systems that could prohibit future revenue opportunity 

ü Know if you are at risk for the staff affecting your vision 

ü Identify the healthiness of the practice’s  patient retention 
over the life of the practice 

ü Understand the seller’s philosophy of how this practice 
was established 

ü Identify the process and acceptance rate for treatment 
planning and acceptance 
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HOW DO YOU CHOOSE THE IDEAL 
PRACTICE? 

ü Know if there is a future potential for new patients based on 
the demographics of the practice 

ü  Understand what marketing has been done and the amount 
of money that will be needed to be invested to market this 
practice 

ü Determine if the practice has PPO plans and if they have re-
negotiated in the past year, restrictions? 

ü Assess if the fees are in alignment with the demographics 

ü Determine if the practice is over/under staffed for your mode 
of practicing dentistry 
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GET READY FOR THE HOME INSPECTION 
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COMPONENTS OF A DUE DILIGENCE 
REPORT 

§  Practice Evaluation-general overview 
information about practice  

§  Executive Summary- contains the  
most historical detail about practice 

§  Evaluation of all the systems and 
revenue potential   

§  Facility, marketing, strategic planning, 
staff background, training, 
compensation, etc.  

§  Excellent, Fair, Good, Opportunity 
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TRANSITION READINESS FOR BUYERS 

Active charts      

Enough for new owner 

Enough for seller to stay on 

1,800 to 2,200 charts 

Hygiene 

60 minutes × 2 visits per year 

120 minutes per year = 2 hours 

 

Realistically limited to 2 hygienists 

8D x 48W = 3072 hours = 1536 clients 

6D x 48W = 2304 hours = 1152 clients 

4D x 48W = 1536 hours =  768 clients 

 

Factors 
12-month client base 
18-month client base 
24-month client base 
New client flow 
 

New client flow 
20-30 
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FAILURES OF YOUR PEERS 

§ 59% of 128,000 general dentists 
in the U. S. are solo practitioners 
–  23% are 2 doctor practice 

§ Consider length of practice 15          
to 30+ years 

§ Why is there only enough work 
to keep 1-2 dentists busy? 
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AUDIENCE RESPONSE SYSTEM 

Ideal overhead should be  

A.  80% + 

B.  70%-79% 

C.  60%-69% 

D.  50%-59% 
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Industry ideals to achieve 55% overhead 

OVERHEAD PERCENTAGE OF REVENUE  

Payroll: 19-22% 

Facility: 5% 

Lab: 10% 

Dental Supplies: 5% 

Miscellaneous: 10% 

Payroll Taxes & Benefits: 3-5% 

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

YOUR PEERS HAVE LOST 
MORE PATIENTS… 

…out the back door 
than they’re replacing with 
new ones in the front door. 

 
Result?  

1-2 DDS after 10-30 years 
in practice 
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MALFUNCTIONING 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

 The collapse of systems is a silent process. Like 
decay, it quietly eats away at management 
systems until breakdown occurs…and often 
causes long term negative effects. Typically, the 
environment that fosters the collapse is , “we’ve 
always done it this way” attitude. Although many 
practitioners and staff are resistant to change, it’s 
important to recognize that management systems 
used today are probably not going to be right 
for use in 5 years. 
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§  New services have not been introduced in the practice 

§  Poor diagnostic practices 

§  No tracking or follow-up on patients needing treatment 

§  The practice does not have an improvement plan or 
vision 

§  The practice is losing more patients than it’s replacing       
with new patients 

§  Ineffective recall system 

PRODUCTION… SIGNS OF COLLAPSE 
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ENTHUSIASM 

Are you: 

ü A source of energy & inspiration? 

ü Someone who is passionate about 
your leadership role? 

ü A model for others when dealing  
with change and one who seeks             
to improve? 

ü A communicator of the practice’s 
vision & value? 

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

A. TRUE 
B. FALSE 

I AM MORE COMFORTABLE CLINICALLY THAN 
THE BUSINESS SIDE OF DENTISTRY 

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

OVERWHELMED? 

DON’T WORRY… YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL 
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BUSINESS PROJECTIONS 

§ You need to manage income 
to your lifestyle 

§ Banks are lending even with 
student loan debt 

§ Business plan and 
pro forma is a big part of the 
projections  
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TRANSITION FAILURES… WHY? 

Practice readiness 
§ New patient flow 
§ Enough active patients 
§ Staff 
§ Systems 

Owner readiness 
§  Are you emotionally there? 
§  Are you willing to do what it takes? 

Young doctor mindset 
§ Debt 
§ Skeptical 

Lack of a written plan 
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IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS 

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

I FEEL COMFORTABLE SELLING MY 
PRACTICE 

A.  TRUE 

B.  FALSE 

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

A. TRUE 
B. FALSE 

AUDIENCE RESPONSE SYSTEM 

I feel 
comfortable 

buying a 
practice 
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TRAINING CENTER 

McKenzie Management 
provides: 
§  Practice start up 
§  Practice acquisition 
§  Treatment acceptance 

§  Leadership training 
§  Dentists – CEO 
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PRACTICE EVALUATION OR ACQUISITION 
TRAINING PROGRAM CURRICULUM 

§  Marketing 

§  Employees 

§  Fees 

§  Overhead 

§  New patients 

§  Management 
software 

§  Hygiene 

§  Hygiene 

§  Scheduling 

§  Office design 

§  Cash flow 

§  Treatment 
acceptance 

§  Patient records 

§  Telephone 

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

FIND OUT YOUR REVENUE POTENTIAL 
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McKenzie Management • 1.877.777.6151 

www.mckenziemgmt.com     info@mckenziemgmt.com 

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions for over 30 years 

By Sally McKenzie, CEO

877-777-6151

info@mckenziemgmt.com 

www.mckenziemgmt.com 

7STR ATE G I E S F O R  A

SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE

Give us your 
email and we 

will send you a 
special report! 

SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE STRATEGIES  

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

§  Consulting programs 

§  Training 

§  Management products 

§  Podcasts 

§  Webinars 

www.mckenziemgmt.com 

Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions  

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

CONTACT US 

877-777-6151 

Info@mckenziemgmt.com 
www.mckenziemgmt.com 

Providing Success-Proven Dental Management Solutions 

QUESTIONS? 

Thank you for attending 


